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CO2 offsetting certificate

Martin's Hotels currently calculate and reduce their CO2 emissions.
Complementarily, Martin's Hotels offset their actually incompressible CO2 emissions.
Martin's Hotels and CO2logic certify that
RIMAS - RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR MANAGING

has organized an event at Martin's Hotels representing

900 kg CO2
CO2logic commits itself to use Martin's Hotels' contribution to compensate the above mentioned CO2
emissions. This certificate proves the offset of those emissions and that this reduction is specifically and
uniquely attributed to the mentioned CO2 emissions.

All our green house gas reduction projects are UNFCCC certified and
adhere to CO2logic's strict selection criteria.
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CO2 Neutral event at Martin's Hotels.
Calculating, Reducing and Offsetting Martin's Hotels events & seminars

CO2logic is proud to offset the remaining CO2 emissions from your event at Martin's Hotels.
CO2 Neutral?

""CO2 neutral means that - through a transparent process of measuring emissions, reducing those emissions and offsetting residual emissions - net calculated
CO2 emissions equal zero." source: The Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC)

CO2 Offsetting?

Offsetting is best described through the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) of the United Nations (UNFCCC) Kyoto Protocol Article 12. This flexible
mechanism is based on the implementation of projects in emerging and developing countries that result in a net reductions of greenhouse gases (GHGs)
entering the atmosphere. These projects receive emissions credits as certified by the UNFCCC know as Certified Emissions Reductions (CER), which can be
used by companies in developed countries with legally binding targets to achieve compliance within the Kyoto carbon abatement obligations. A condition for the
issue of CER credits is that these carbon reduction projects generate emissions reductions that are additional to what would have happened in the absence of
the project, a condition referred to as 'additionality'. CO2logic uses the structure of this CDM mechanism to allow its client to voluntarily offset their carbon
emissions to become CO2 Neutral.

Here is more concise and practical definition of CO2 offsetting: "having reduced your carbon emissions you can still offset your remaining incompressible climate
change impact. Offsetting is the act of funding carbon reducing projects in emerging or developing countries (e.g. switching from fossil fuel to renewable energy),
which support sustainable development and balances out your remaining global warming impact." Our CO2 offsetting projects:
http://www.co2logic.com/home.aspx/en/projects

CO2logic?

CO2logic pioneered voluntary CO2 offsetting in Belgium and is the leading company in this sector. They specialise in calculating, reducing and offsetting CO2
emissions. CO2logic was selected in a study by IEW/ULB as the most recommended offsetting company in Belgium (and second at the European level).
CO2logic is the only company to be certified by Forum Ethibel.

Aim CO2 Neutral with CO2logic : www.co2logic.com
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